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Elation Protron 3K Color™ LED Strobe Offers an Explosion of Color 
 
Elation Professional has added to its family of LED strobes with the new Protron 3K Color™, a high-
power LED strobe light featuring 240 x CREE™ XLamp™ 3W RGBW LEDs and 40,000 lumens of power for 
an explosion of color. The Protron 3K Color not only packs a powerful punch of colored light - and 
without thermal issues - it provides a much better ROI compared to conventional 3K Xenon strobes on 
the market. 

 
Utilizing special optics and new LED driver technology, the 
Protron 3K Color includes built-in strobe effect macros like 
burst, pulse and lightning for unique effects possibilities and can 
even operate FULL ON without causing thermal-out issues 
(output at full max 10 seconds) thanks to regulated silent 
cooling fans that keep the strobe from overheating. 
 
The Protron 3K Color uses much less power than Xenon strobes 
(peak power output is 800W) and is energy efficient with high 
or low power mode options. Its energy-efficient design and 
affordable price tag make it an attractive choice for all types of 
applications from stage and studio to nightclubs and more.  
 

Wrapped in a robust housing, the Protron 3K Color includes electronic dimming for full output control. 
Other benefits include a long average LED life of 50,000 hours, greater reliability and less maintenance 
compared to traditional Xenon strobes.  
 
The Protron 3K Color is controllable via 4 DMX modes (3 / 5 / 7 / 8 channels) for a variety of control 
options. A host of features come standard like 3 and 5-pin DMX In/Out and new True One PowerCON 
In/Out connections with included PowerCON cable. A 4-button control panel with OLED menu display 
makes for easy navigation through DMX and manual settings and an auto-sensing power supply allows 
the Protron 3K Color to operate anywhere in the world. 
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 



 
 

Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
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